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Can You Remember Science?

CAN YOU REMEMBER... ABOUT HUMANS?

9Name: _____________________________

9

Mark the approximate position
of the brain in the body outline.
Label this position B. Label the
other main organs.

10

Our skeleton does three main things
for our bodies. List them.

11

Our bones cannot bend, they move at places where bones meet. We call

these parts _______________ .  Muscles are needed to get bones to move.

Muscles can only _______________ , they cannot _______________ . This

means that in order to move any part of the body back, muscles must

exist in _______________ . One muscle pulls the bone one way, the opposite

muscle returns it.

pairs          joints          pull          hinges          push          singles

heart   lungs   intestine   stomach
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Can You Remember Science?

CAN YOU REMEMBER... ABOUT HUMANS?

9Name: _____________________________

9

Mark the approximate position
of the brain in the body outline.  
Label this position B. Label the 
other main organs.

10

Our skeleton does three main things	
for our bodies. List them.

1. provides support so we   	
can stand

2. protects our vital organs

3. enables us to move by 		
giving the muscles 			
something to pull against

11

Our bones cannot bend, they move at places where bones meet. We call 

these parts joints.  Muscles are needed to get bones to move. Muscles can 

only pull, they cannot push. This means that in order to move any part 

of the body back, muscles must exist in pairs. One muscle pulls the bone 

one way, the opposite muscle returns it.

pairs          joints          pull          hinges          push          singles

heart   lungs   intestine   stomach

lungs

heart

stomach

intestine
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Can You Remember Science?

CAN YOU REMEMBER... ABOUT SOUND?

17Name: _____________________________

1 Sounds occur when an object or substance does what?

3

You make sounds louder by ___________________ objects _________________

this makes the vibrations more frequent or bigger. Which? _______________

High pitch notes are caused by objects that are ______________________ ,

__________________ or __________________ . These high pitch objects make

vibrations that are more frequent or bigger. Which? _____________________

4

Here are some instruments. For each one write underneath the picture what
is actually vibrating. Next colour the one that is lower in pitch.

2
Sound is heard by our ears because

hitting    smaller    bigger    harder    tighter    shorter    frequent
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Can You Remember Science?

CAN YOU REMEMBER... ABOUT SOUND?

17Name: _____________________________

1 Sounds occur when an object or substance does what?   vibrates

3

You make sounds louder by hitting objects harder this makes the vibrations 

more frequent or bigger. Which? bigger

High pitch notes are caused by objects that are smaller, tighter or shorter. 

These high pitch objects make vibrations that are more frequent or bigger. 

Which? frequent

4

Here are some instruments. For each one write underneath the picture what 
is actually vibrating. Next colour the one that is lower in pitch.

2
Sound is heard by our ears because the vibrations of the sound travel through 
the air and enter the ear and hit the eardrum. The brain then interprets these 
vibrations as sound.

hitting    smaller    bigger    harder    tighter    shorter    frequent

the flat surface or ‘skin’ the metal or wooden bars the strings

the ‘beads’ or ‘seeds’ inside the metal prongs a little ball inside


